Spinal Neuronal NOS Signaling Contributes to Morphine Cardioprotection in Ischemia Reperfusion Injury in Rats
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ABSTRACT

Morphine has been widely used as rescue treatment for heart attack and failure in humans for many decades. Relatively little has been known about the role of spinal opioid receptors in morphine cardioprotection. Recent studies have shown that intrathecal injection of morphine can reduce the heart injury caused by ischemia (I)/reperfusion (R) in rats. However, the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying intrathecal morphine cardioprotection has not been determined. Here, we report that intrathecal morphine postconditioning (IMPOC) rescued mean artery pressure (MAP) and reduced myocardial injury in I/R. Pretreatment with either naloxone (NAL), a selective mu-opioid receptor antagonist, or nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibitors via intrathecal delivery completely abolished IMPOC cardioprotection, suggesting that the spinal mu-opioid receptor and its downstream NOS signaling pathway are involved in the mechanism of the morphine-induced effect. Consistent with this, IMPOC significantly enhanced spinal neural NOS phosphorylation, nitric oxide, and cGMP content in a similar time course. Intrathecal application of H-1,N(2,4)-oxadiazolo[4,3-a]quinoxalin-1-one, a specific inhibitor of guanylate cyclase, completely ablated IMPOC-indcued enhancement of cardioprotection and spinal cGMP content. IMPOC rescue of MAP and ischemic injury is correlated with IMPOC enhancement of NOS signaling. Collectively, these findings strengthen the concept of spinal mu-opioid receptors as a therapeutic target that mediates morphine-induced cardioprotection. We also provide evidence suggesting that the activation of spinal NOS signaling is essential for morphine cardioprotection.

Introduction

Morphine has been widely used in the treatment of patients with heart attack and failure in the past century. This agent is thought to rescue diseased myocardium function by slowing respiratory rate, reducing anxiety, relieving pain, and dilating venous vessels (Pang et al., 2010). Recent evidence has also suggested that morphine and other opioids can produce a direct protective effect on the heart that is under ischemia (I) (Schultz and Gross, 2001; Pugsley, 2002; Ishii, 2014; Headrick et al., 2015). Systemic application of morphine can be given either before (preconditioning) or after (postconditioning) heart I induced by occlusion of the left coronary artery in experimental animals (Murry et al., 1986; Zhao et al., 2003). Although there is a debate about the therapeutic effect of morphine preconditioning on ischemic damage in the heart (Markiewicz et al., 1982; Shultz et al., 1996), morphine postconditioning has been widely reported to substantially reduce the infract size (IS) induced by I/reperfusion (R) in rodents (Zhao and Vinten-Johansen, 2006). There is strong evidence showing that the heart is not only the location expressing opioid receptors at high levels; it is also the site that synthesizes, stores, and releases endogenous opioids (Pugsley, 2002; Pradhan et al., 2012; Headrick et al., 2015). The primary opioid receptors expressed in cardiac cells are kappa and delta subtypes. Although mu-opioid receptors are expressed in the heart in the early developmental stage, the abundance of this receptor subtype seems very low in cardiac cells at the adult stage. A study from our laboratory (Zhang et al., 2005) has shown that kappa- and delta-opioid but not mu-opioid receptors are involved in opioid cardioprotection in an in vitro I/R model. This observation is in line with those from several studies showing that mu-opioid receptors are nearly absent in heart tissue during the adult stage (Headrick et al., 2015). Nevertheless, opioids and their receptors are especially abundant in spinal cord in which the activation of these receptors leads to the relief of pain (Pugsley, 2002). However, less is known about the therapeutic potential of spinal opioid receptors in morphine treatment of cardiac I/R.

Several previous studies from our laboratory (Li et al., 2009; Ling Ling et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2015) have shown that intrathecal morphine preconditioning (IMPC) and intrathecal morphine postconditioning (IMPOC) can substantially reduce cardiac I injury in rats. There is strong evidence...
suggesting that preconditioning and postconditioning morphine cardioprotection are mediated via different mechanisms. Different subtypes of opioid receptors are likely involved in preconditioning and postconditioning morphine therapeutic effects in cardiac I (Headrick et al., 2015). Although IMPOC is thought to be more clinically significant than IMPC, the role of spinal opioid receptors and their molecular signaling have not been fully defined.

Nitric oxide (NO) contributes to many important brain functions. It has been demonstrated that morphine can promote the NO synthase (NOS) system and analgesic action (Rodriguez-Munoz and Garzon, 2013). NO is synthesized by the NOS from l-arginine and different cofactors. Neuronal NOS (nNOS) is the predominant form of NOS expressed in the brain and spinal cord (Cury et al., 2011). Intrathecal application of an opioid agonist, fentanyl, in preconditioning was found to reduce I/R injury in rats (Lu et al., 2014). This cardioprotection is likely mediated through a signaling pathway involving nNOS, but not endothelia or the inducible form of NOS (Lu et al., 2014). There are two key downstream players: NO-sensitive guanylyl cyclase (soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC)) and cGMP, which replays nNOS singing during the nociceptive process (Garry et al., 1994; Tao and Johns, 2002). An increase of cGMP by activation of NOS can ultimately lead to neuron hyperpolarization through promoting potassium channel opening. Such a signaling pathway is thought to play an important role in the antinociceptive effect (Cunha et al., 2010; Folletto et al., 2013).

Nevertheless, molecular and cellular pathways for IMPOC-induced cardioprotection have not been determined. To address this question, we used various approaches to explore the role of NOS signaling pathway in IMPOC-induced cardioprotection in I/R rats. Our data presented in this study have shown that there is an interrelationship between morphine cardioprotection and the morphine enhancement of spinal NOS signaling. The inhibition of spinal mu-opioid receptors and NOS signaling completely abolished any intrathecal morphine-induced therapeutic effect in the heart.

Materials and Methods

Animal Models. All animal experiments were obtained and in-house bred in the Laboratory Animal Centre of Anhui Medical University. The experimental procedures used in this study were approved by Anhui Medical University animal ethics committee following the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institutes of Health (2011) (https://grants.nih.gov/grants/olaw/Guide-for-the-Care-and-use-of-laboratory-animals.pdf). Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing between 200 and 250 g were used for this study. The animals were housed in an air-conditioned room with controlled temperature (24 ± 2°C) and lights (on from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM). The animals were allowed free access to food and water. Each animal was used only once in this study.

Drug Preparations. The following drugs were used, morphine (0.3, 3, and 30 μg/kg), naloxone (NAL; 10 μg), NO-nitro-l-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME; 30 nmol), a nonspecific NOS inhibitor; 7-nitroindazol (7NI; 100 nmol), a specific NOS inhibitor; and 1H-[1,2,4]oxadiazolo[4,3-s]Gc inhibitor. L-NAME, 7NI, and ODQ were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The doses of morphine used were based on those used in our previous study (Li et al., 2009), showing that they produced the optimum effect without causing significant side effects. The doses of L-NAME, 7NI, and ODQ were selected and justified following a previous study from our laboratory (Lu et al., 2014).
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. The total amount of protein from each sample was determined using the Bradford dye assay prior to loading on polyacrylamide gels. Spinal cord homogenates (20 μg of protein) were separated using 8% SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. These membranes were blocked with 5% skimmed milk for 1 hour followed by primary antibodies specific for β-actin (1:1000, loading control; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), for nNOS (1:2000; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) or for pnNOS (1:1000; Abcam, Cambridge, MA; this antibody is specific for mouse nNOS phosphorylated on Ser1417). The membranes were washed and stained using goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidase. The bands were visualized with enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Little Chalfont, UK). The positive pixel area of specific bands were measured with a computer-assisted image analysis system and normalized against the corresponding β-actin loading control bands. The ratio of pnNOS (Ser1417) to nNOS was calculated as the percentage of change by plotting the mean value of pnNOS against that of nNOS.

**Nitrate plus Nitrite Measurements (Total NO).** Spinal tissue was homogenized in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) and centrifuged at 10,000g for 20 minutes. The supernatant was ultracentrifuged at 100,000g for 15 minutes and ultrafiltered using a 30-kDa molecular weight cutoff filter (EMD Millipore, Danvers, MA). The ultrafiltrate was used for the detection of NO concentration (Nitrate/Nitrite Colorimetric Assay Kit; Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI) expressed as micromoles of nitrate plus nitrite in milligrams of protein (Sedoris et al., 2012)

**cGMP Measurement.** Spinal cord tissue samples (from T2 to T6 segments; 50 mg) were dissolved in 0.5 ml of 5% trichloroacetic acid. Then, they were then centrifuged to remove precipitated proteins, and the supernatant fractions were extracted with 5 ml of water-saturated ether three times and the residual ether was removed from the aqueous layer by heating the sample to 70°C for 5 minutes. The cGMP level was determined by enzyme immunoassay (Cyclic GMP EIA Kit; Cayman Chemical) according to the manufacturer instructions.

**Statistical Analysis.** All data are presented as the mean ± S.E.M. The data were analyzed using two-way analysis of variance or one-way

![Fig. 1](image1.png) **Fig. 1.** The suppression of the rescue of MAP by IMPOC in I/R by intrathecal NOS and sGC inhibitors. (A) The graphs represent the dynamic change of MAP without and with morphine. The open and solid bars indicate the time courses of I, and IMPOC. Baseline: 15 minutes before I; I: 30 minutes; IMPOC: 5 minutes after 25 minutes of I; reperfusion: 120 minutes after I. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M. from six rats. The error bars invisible are smaller than the size of symbols. *P < 0.05, compared with control (saline). (B) The effects of intrathecal NOS and sGC inhibitors on MAP. Each data point represents the average from 6 rats. (C) The effect of NOS and sGC inhibitors on IMPOC rescue of MAP in I/R. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M. from six rats. *P < 0.05, comparison between IMPOC and IMPOC plus an inhibitor.

![Fig. 2](image2.png) **Fig. 2.** Suppression of IMPOC rescue of IS/AAR (percentage) by intrathecal NOS inhibitors and NAL. (A) The bar graphs represent the effects of intrathecal NOS inhibitors and sGC inhibitors on IMPOC rescue of the percentage of IS/AAR (IS/AAR%). Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M. from six rats. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, compared with control (saline). (B) The bar graphs represent the blockage by intrathecal NAL of IMPOC rescue of IS/AAR%. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E. M. from six rats. **P < 0.01, compared with control.
and tested the following three NOS signaling inhibitors: Hg (7NI, 100 nmol; and ODQ, 11 nmol) alone did not significantly reduce cardioprotection in a dose-dependent manner. The levels of MAP after intrathecal morphine administration at 3 and 30 μg/kg were significantly elevated from 64 ± 4 mm Hg (control) to 82 ± 5 and 84 ± 5 mm Hg (P < 0.05, n = 6). To identify the role of the NOS signaling cascade in intrathecal morphine cardioprotection, we selected and tested the following three NOS signaling inhibitors: L-NAME, 7NI specific for nNOS, and ODQ for sGC. Intrathecal administration of these agents (L-NAME, 30 nmol; 7NI, 100 nmol; and ODQ, 11 nmol) alone did not significantly alter the course of I/R (Fig. 1B). However, preapplication of these inhibitors significantly reduced cardioprotection induced by morphine administration at 3 μg/kg intrathecally (Fig. 1C) (P < 0.05, n = 6). The percentage of IS/AAR has been widely used to indicate the severity of the heart injury due to either I or I/R. A previous study (Ling Ling et al., 2010) reported that IMPOC rescued IS/AAR (percentage) in the heart after I/R. We next ask whether NOS inhibitors can also affect IMPOC rescue of IS/AAR (percentage) following the identical experimental protocol described in Fig. 1. As a result, the control group IS/AAR was 51 ± 6% 120 minutes after I/R (Fig. 2). IMPOC at 0.3, 3, and 30 μg/kg significantly reduced myocardial IS/AAR (percentage) in a dose-dependent manner (from 51% ± 3% to 40% ± 3%, 36 ± 2%, and 34 ± 3%). Intrathecal application of L-NAME, 7NI, or ODQ alone did not significantly affect the course of I/R (P > 0.05, n = 6). However, these agents completely abolished the IMPOC therapeutic effect on IS/AAR (percentage). To identify whether morphine reduces IS/AAR (percentage) through the activation of spinal mu-opioid receptors, we tested the effect of intrathecal NAL on IMPOC. Although NAL applied alone at 10 μg intrathecally did not significantly alter IS/AAR (percentage) in I/R rats, pretreatment with NAL prevented IMPOC-induced cardioprotection in these animals (Fig. 2B).

The above observations suggest that nNOS-cGMP signaling is critically involved in IMPOC rescue of MAP and ischemic heart injury. To examine the changes of thoracic spinal NOS signaling elements after IMPOC in I/R, we first asked whether IMPOC can promote the phosphorylation of nNOS, which is essential for the initiation of NOS signaling (Sanchez-Blazquez et al., 2010; Garzon et al., 2011). To address this question, we tested an antibody specifically against phosphorylation (Ser1417) of nNOS. IMPOC preferentially increased the level of pnNOS by 30 and 60 minutes after the treatment, although the basal level of nNOS was unchanged 120 minutes after IMPOC (Fig. 3, A and B). Consistent with the idea that phosphorylation of nNOS can promote NOS production, IMPOC significantly increased the protein expression of spinal NO from 1.44 ± 0.07 to 2.11 ± 0.12 pmol/g tissue in 30 minutes (P < 0.0001). The level of NO protein expression continued to increase for 60 minutes and returned to the basal level by 120 minutes. As an immediate downstream substrate of NOS, cGMP rises and relays NOS signaling pathway after NOS activation. Indeed, we observed that IMPOC significantly elevated the cGMP content in a time course similar to that of IMPOC enhancement of NO (Fig. 3D). To further identify the role of NOS signaling in IMPOC-induced cardioprotection, we tested the effect of L-NAME and 7NI on IMPOC-induced changes in NO protein expression and cGMP contents. Intrathecal injection of L-NAME and 7NI significantly inhibited IMPOC-induced enhancement of NO protein expression (Fig. 4A). Similarly, both agents blocked IMPOC enhancement of cGMP content (Fig. 4B). cGMP is the NOS downstream player and the key enzyme for cGMP
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**Fig. 3.** Enhancement of spinal NO and cGMP by IMPOC. (A) Enhancement of pnNOS by IMPOC in I/R. The top panel represents the Western blot images of the expression levels of pnNOS and nNOS proteins isolated from spinal cord after IMPOC in I/R. (B) The graph shows the time course of the ratio change between pnNOS and nNOS proteins. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M from four rats. **P < 0.01, ++++P < 0.0001, compared with the initial data point. (C) Time course of NO protein expression by IMPOC in I/R. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M from four rats. **P < 0.01, ++++P < 0.0001, compared with the initial data point. (D) Time course of cGMP by IMPOC in I/R. Each data point represents the mean ± S.E.M from four rats. **P < 0.01, compared with the initial data point, i.e., intrathecal; MOR, morphine.
production. In this regard, we tested the effect of intrathecal ODQ, an inhibitor of sGC, on IMPOC enhancement of cGMP content. Administration of ODQ at 11 nmol intrathecally completely prevented any IMPOC-induced increase of cGMP content, suggesting that sGC is the key to promote the synthesis of NO.

Our findings presented above reveal that IMPOC promotes phosphorylation (Ser1417) of spinal nNOS and subsequently activates the spinal NO/cGMP signaling pathway during I/R. To understand the interrelationship between IMPOC-induced neurochemical changes in thoracic spinal cord and the IMPOC therapeutic effect, we conducted a correlation analysis of MAP, IS/AAR (percentage), and cGMP. We observed that the levels of cGMP were inversely correlated with MAP (Fig. 5A, γ = 0.5, P < 0.05, n = 18). Similar, there was a strong correlation between cGMP content and IS/AAR (percentage) (Fig. 5B, γ = −0.54, P < 0.05, n = 18).

**Discussion**

Our data have provided the first evidence suggesting that spinal NOS signaling is critically involved in the IMPOC therapeutic effect on I-induced heart injury. This hypothesis is supported by the following observations described in this study. First, intrathecal injection of the inhibitors selective for NOS, nNOS, and sGC completely prevented IMPOC rescue of the deficiency in MAP and IS/AAR (percentage). Second, IMPOC promoted the phosphorylation level of nNOS isolated from the thoracic spinal cord. Moreover, IMPOC substantially increased NOS protein expression and cGMP content in a time course similar to that of IMPOC promotion of nNOS phosphorylation. Third, NOS inhibitors that prevented IMPOC cardioprotection in vivo when given intrathecally abolished IMPOC-induced enhancement of NO protein expression and cGMP content. Finally, there is a strong correlation between the IMPOC therapeutic effect on heart injury and the IMPOC enhancement of spinal cGMP content. In addition, we have provided evidence suggesting that spinal mu-opioid receptors likely mediate IMPOC-induced cardioprotection.

It is also interesting to note that intrathecal administration of morphine at a concentration as low as 0.3 μg/kg (0.06 μg intrathecally) can rescue both MAP and IS/AAR (percentage). This dose is significantly lower than that of the morphine used in the treatment of chronic inflammatory and neuropathic
pain in rats. For instance, the minimal dose of morphine to suppress inflammatory and neuropathic pain ranges from 1 to 3 µg above that use in the treatment of rats (Parenti et al., 2016; Shinozaki et al., 2015). This strongly suggest that the thoracic spinal cord may be the essential site for clinical administration of morphine-induced cardioprotection. This idea is supported by the observation that pretreatment with intrathecal morphine prevented IMPOC-induced cardioprotection. This is also consistent with a previous study showing that intrathecally administered opioid receptor antagonists prevented IMPOC cardioprotection (Ling et al., 2010). Morphine is likely to exert its cardioprotection by suppressing pain signal from I in the heart projecting to the central nervous system. It has been proposed that myocardial ischemic injury can serve as nociceptive stimulation, which can be projected to the central nervous system via cardiac sympathetic afferent neurons (Ardell, 2010). The relay of this noxious signal from the ischemic heart via cardiac sympathetic afferent neurons most likely involves releasing various nociceptive substances, such as peptides and glutamate, in the spinal cord (Steagall et al., 2012). Nevertheless, whether nociceptive signaling directly contributes to the extent of the heart injury remains to be clarified.

Accumulating evidence has indicated that NOS signaling plays an important role in the nociceptive process. NO reduces inflammation and edema by inhibiting nociceptor signaling formation in the spinal cord (Brock and Tonussi, 2008; Cury et al., 2011; Foletto et al., 2013). This is consistent with our observations that IMPOC promotes the activity of several molecular components important for the NOS signaling pathway, and intrathecal NOS inhibitors prevented the IMPOC therapeutic effect and IMPOC enhancement of NOS signaling.

It has been shown that phosphorylation of nNOS is important for nNOS activity (Zhou and Zhu, 2009). There are several sites that have been identified for the phosphorylation of nNOS (Rameau et al., 2004). Morphine is likely to increase nNOS activity by activating nNOS at Ser1417 (Sanchez-Blazquez et al., 2010; Garzon et al., 2011; Hinchee-Rodriguez et al., 2013). In line with this idea, IMPOC increases the phosphorylation of nNOS at Ser1417, which triggers NOS activation followed by an increase in cGMP.

The precise mechanism underlying NOS-dependent IMPOC cardioprotection remains elusive. The activation of the NO/guanylate cyclase/cGMP pathway by intrathecal morphine stimulates sGC-cGMP, which in turn promotes a variety of downstream signaling. cGMP directly or indirectly acts at protein kinase G to trigger K_ATP channels (Han et al., 2001; Cunha et al., 2010). Such an increase in potassium channel activity leads to cell membrane hyperpolarization, thereby protecting neurons from over-response upon exposure to noxious stimuli (Cunha et al., 2010). Consistent with this idea, morphine was found to up-regulate K_ATP currents in primary nociceptive neurons through stimulation of the NO pathway (Lima et al., 2010). Based on the findings described in this study, we propose that IMPOC cardioprotection is likely mediated by a cGMP signal pathway.

It should be mentioned that intrathecal administration of morphine can provide direct access to both the spinal cord and dorsal root ganglia (DRGs). All three subtypes of opioid receptors are abundantly expressed in DRGs (Scherrer et al., 2009). These opioid receptors are critically involved in the morphine-induced analgesic effect on neuropathic and inflammatory pain (Obara et al., 2009). Although we cannot rule out the participation of DRG opioid receptors in IMPOC-induced cardioprotection, previous studies (Jiang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011) from our laboratory showed that intracerebral ventricular injection of morphine in preconditioning and postconditioning significantly reduced the IS of I/R in rats. This suggests that opioid receptors in the central nervous system at least in part contribute to IMPOC-induced therapeutic action in the treatment of heart injury. Future studies should be carried out to determine whether peripheral opioid receptors are involved in morphine-induced cardioprotection.

In summary, our study provides evidence indicating that spinal NOS signaling plays a critical role in mediating the intrathecal morphine-induced therapeutic effect in ischemic heart injury. This finding enhances our understanding of molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying therapeutic mechanism of morphine cardioprotection.
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